CTLawHelp.org
Free legal information for people with very low income

Self-Help Information
Get legal information, find answers to common legal questions, and learn to represent yourself if you can't afford a lawyer.

- Family and Safety
- Homes and Apartments
- Benefits and Social Services
- Work and Unemployment
- Immigration and Citizenship
- Debt and Collections
- School and Education
- Medical and Healthcare
- Age 60+ Help

Don't Know Where to Start?
Our Legal Help Finder can help. Answer some questions and we will guide you.

Free, mobile-friendly legal help available in English and Spanish.

CTLawHelp.org was created by nonprofit legal aid organizations whose shared mission is to improve the lives of Connecticut residents by providing free legal help to people with very low income.

Funding for CTLawHelp comes from the Connecticut Bar Foundation and from Technology Initiative Grants from the Legal Services Corporation.